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Sparking a change
Households are under pressure to cut energy usage to both save
money and protect the environment. MICHAEL BROWN takes a look at
a pioneering project which hopes to cut costs and carbon footprints
and more and more low-carbon tech-
nologies turninghomes intominiature
power stations which export energy
too, the grid faces a major challenge.

Up to now, the solution would have
been to build more costly infrastruc-
ture and then pass the costs on to the
consumers but, in a pioneering £54m
project, engineers, scientists, businesses
and 12,000 North East residents are
trying to find an alternative and help

create a new “smart grid”. “This all
relates tohow theUK is transitioning to
a low-carbon economy,” said Dr Liz
Sidebotham, of the Customer-Led Net-
work Revolution (CNLR) project. “What
we want is to enable that to happen as
quickly and cost-effectively as possible.

“But that means we expect more
low-carbongeneration, electric carsand
technologies like ground source heat
pumps, all of whichwill place a load on

the network. And if everyone is using
them at the same time then we have a
major problem.”

The project, part-funded by regulator
Ofgen’s Low Carbon Networks Fund,
sees Northern Power Grid working
closely with Durham University and
National Energy Action, a leading char-
ity who specialise in helping families
suffering from fuel poverty.

And, for the first time, it is trying to

see exactly what families and busi-
nesses are doing that creates the de-
mand for electricity at certain times,
andwhether it is possible to encourage
people to change their energy habits.

Through incentives such as
time-linked tariffs or simply providing
householders with micro-generation
capabilities such as solar panels and
more information about how best to
use the energy they produce, research-
ers are looking to see if it is possible to
“iron out” peaks in demand – shifting
tasks such as doing the
laundry into quieter peri-
ods.

Dr Sidebotham adds:
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CHARGED UP Dr Liz
Sidebotham hopes to change
the way we use electricity to
cope with rising demands and
costs

E
VERYONE has heard of the
“TV pick-up” effect – that
half-timemoment during a
big football match when

everyone boils kettles for a cuppa.
It creates a huge spike in demand for

electricity and theNational Grid groans
under the pressure as power surges
down the lines and into homes.

Thankfully, most major televised
games are outside the traditional en-
ergy-hungry hours of 4pm to 8pm –
when families cook tea, bathe the kids
or settle down to watch their favourite
shows – or else Britain may quickly see
the lights go out.

But with electric cars on the horizon
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“Also, with electric cars coming, if
we did nothing then people would
go out to work, then come home
and plug them in straight away –

that’s the worst possiblemoment as it is already a
peak time.

“We want to shift the charging away from that
period.

“People won’t change the fact they are going to
be cooking or watching the TV then, but electric
cars could be charged overnight instead.

“With the largest chunk of customers, we want
to know when they use energy and how they use
it throughout the day, the week and the year.

“We also have a group where we’re taking a
more active participation – having them both fill
inaquestionnairebut thenhaving themvisitedby
social scientists to ask more detailed questions.

“We’re then offering different tariffs that in-
centivise using energy away from peak times, and
allowing them to see if it canwork for them. Some
people are seeing real savingswhile reducingpeak
demand.”

The tariffs mean that if a family doesn’t change
anything, then neither should their bills, but for
those who move their consumption out of the
peakperiodbetween4pmand8pmthen itmaybe
quite dramatic.

Already, more than seven in 10 homes who
have done this have seen their bills fall by an
average of 14%, while overall consumption
dropped by 3%.

The interview research is being carried out by a
team from Durham University, which includes
anthropologists and specialists in human geo-
graphy, and isonsucha largescale that it is already
attracting international attention.

“There is no doubt, by any measure, that this is
thebiggest studyof itskindand, even fromasocial
scienceprojectpointof view, itdwarfsotherwork,”
said post-doctoral research assistant Dr Gareth
Powells.

“A standard study might have 50 qualitative
visits but so far we’ve done 222 interviews and
there will be about 300 in total, with the bulk of
those in the North East – the people of the region
are a critical part of the project.

“This puts us at the forefront of this kind of
research and the scale and information being
collected makes this a really important project
and, when we present it to the academic com-
munity, they are going to sit up and listen.

“What we find talking to people is that they are
awareof theenergy theyareusing in termsof their
energybills, but theydon’t necessarily thinkabout
what leads to that.

“So we’re spending an average of an hour with
customers of British Gas carrying out interviews
with them.

“Then they take us on an ‘energy tour’ around
their home, showing us how they use energy on a
typical day.”

The project began in 2011 and runs to the end of
next year, but already the first results are coming
through, and it turns out that one of the simplest
ways of changing people’s attitude to energy is to
install a small display in their homeswhich shows
them exactly how much, in pounds and pence,
electricity they are using.

“They have been really well received by house-
holds, who appreciate the information and are
now thinking more about how they use energy,”
said Dr Powells. “And people we speak to who
don’t have that really want it.

“Whenyou talk to customers about the idea of a
‘smart grid’ I think they are really up for it.”

Away from the home, the project is also tar-
geting small and medium-sized businesses.

“We’reestablishingcontactswithourcustomers
and in some cases calling them to ask them to
reduce their consumption at a particular time or
to switch on their own generators,” said Dr
Sidebotham.

“One example was a data centre where, with
it being a 24/7 business they have generators, so
had the opportunity to run them when we
called.

“Another example was a forge plant which can
stop what it is doing for a time.”

But it is not just energy coming down the lines
to homes that the CNLR is looking into – it also
aims to help reduce the stress that micro-gen-
eration can place on the grid when exporting
leftover energy.

“If there is a lot of generation in a particular

place it can cause problems,” said Dr Sidebotham.
“The voltage can rise but we have to keep the
voltage within a certain range, otherwise it could
cause damage to electrical items in the home.

“So, with customers, we’re trying to give them a
better insight into when they are generating and
then move their activities into that time.

“That includes things likehaving smartwashing
machines that tell people howmuch it is going to
cost to runandthengives theoptiontochange the
start time to make it cheaper.

“If only a few houses have solar panels then it’s
not a problem, but we are experiencing these
peaks already due to low-carbon technologies
being installed, particularly by social landlords.”

Dr Powells said finding a solution to this
particular problem could even help bring com-
munities together as householders club together
with schools or community centres to use the

energy produced locally, rather than exporting it
to thewider grid. But to do that could require one
of the biggest changes in how energy is managed
with more local storage – with effectively a giant
battery in every neighbourhood to hold electricity
either for local use or to be exported to the grid at
a non-peak time.

Such major changes are likely to be years away,
but in themeantime the results of the project will
be fedback towatchdogOfgem, andgoon to form
the basis of many academic papers, which
Durham University hopes will be published in
international journals and presented at confer-
ences across the globe.

The information collected will also help North-
ern Power Grid develop its business plan for the
2015 to 2023 period – so perhaps we should all be
preparedtoconsiderourenergyusagea lot sooner
than we think.
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POWER PLAY The National Grid is coming under pressure as the way we use and create energy changes


